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Helped enhance email report performance metrics for better lead 
lifecycle and sales funnel performance with Marketo.

About The Client

Engagement Summary

Background

Established in 2004, Gigamon is a global cloud data & analytics service 

company. It delivers complete visibility, security, and analytics for 

hybrid cloud network traffic. Gigamon was the first company to deliver 

unified network visibility and analytics on all data-in-transit, from raw 

packets to apps, across physical, virtual, and cloud infrastructure. 

Gigamon engaged with TO THE NEW to improve the lead lifecycle management on their marketing automation 

platform - Marketo. Email performance metrics were improved by nurturing a better marketing/sales funnel 

performance through marketing automation, identifying relevant CTA clicks, and implementing advanced qualitative 

lead scoring. This helped in qualifying better MQLs that had a higher probability of conversion into sales.

Warranted by the fast-paced nature of the business of security 

and analytics for hybrid cloud network traffic, Gigamon needed to 

maintain a healthy pipeline of prospect engagements. Gigamon 

was generating a huge volume of MQL, but most of them fell 

short of conversion, raising a lot of ambiguity. The key objectives 

of the engagement were:

Industry: Cloud Data & Analytics

Identify fake/bot-clicks

Identify and differentiate between CTA clicks and Non-CTA clicks

Devise a token-based Marketo scoring system to score CTA clicks

Deploy a double-layered lead score verification system

Improve MQL performance

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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TO THE NEW comes into the picture

Gigamon wanted to build sophisticated mechanisms on Marketo, to get a better view of high-quality MQLs. 

TO THE NEW experts undertook three critical changes in the Email Program system to achieve the set 

objectives:

Bot/Fake click trap: We worked with Gigamon to introduce a new HTML layer with Javascript code to 

honeytrap bot clicks and remove them from actual countable click numbers in Email Programs.

CTA Click & Non-CTA Click: Modern HTML-based emails contain various kinds of links. These may be 

social media links, contact us links, logo links, preference center links, Actual CTA, and many more. Most 

marketing automation platforms(MAPs) considered all link clicks the same, but from a business standpoint, 

while lead scoring, we should only score one or two prime CTAs and not the other link clicks. The other 

links will not add any business value and will only inflate the number of clicks, resulting in poor quality 

MQLs for the sales team. 

We segregated such links and placed them into buckets where only 1-2 prime links would be marked as 

Channel-CTA Clicks, and the rest will be considered Non-CTA Clicks. We then created a Marketo Token-

based scoring system to score only the CTA clicks.

Double Layer Verification System: We identified trends in the user activity log, where a visitor clicked 

on a link but never landed on the page. From a business standpoint, they will not be adding any value or 

become a quality lead. 

We built a double-layer flow structure where we scored and marked CTA clicks to only those who click on 

the link and visit the corresponding web page.

Value Delivered

TO THE NEW helped Gigamon create quality leads by removing all bots/fake clicks from the funnel

By choosing a qualitative lead scoring approach, Gigamon’s BDRs successfully worked on quality MQLs, 

resulting in a healthy sales funnel

By working on the three-system approach, we successfully removed many junk leads from the MQL bucket

New Program Performance Reports helps BDRs spend their time on actual leads

www.tothenew.com Talk to Our Experts

Know more about our Marketing Automation Capabilities
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